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On the influence of the coupling between mechanical and thermal 
processes in inelastic bifurcation 

TH. LEHMANN (BOCHUM) 

IF INELASTIC deformation processes of a body run with finite rate, the heat produced by the 
dissipation of mechanical work leads to changes of the temperature field within the body. Since 
the material properties depend on temperature, a coupling between mechanical and thermal 
processes arises in such cases. At first, a general frame for the description of such coupled proces
ses is outlined. The respective considerations are restricted to the classification of dissipative 
and nondissipative processes and to the formulation of balance equations of specific free enthalpy 
and specific entropy. From these balance equations some strong restrictions follow for the formula
tion of constitutive laws for material behaviour. Starting from some phenomena which can be 
observed in simple experiments, some possible formulations of constitutive laws for the material 
behaviour in large nonisothermic inelastic deformations are considered. The consequences arising 
from the coupling of mechanical and thermal processes with respect to bifuraction and 
localization problems are discussed. Due to the large gradients of temperature and stresses which 
may occur in such processes, the influence of such coupling becomes particularly large. As 
an example the necking problem in the tension test will be discussed in some details. 

W procesach niespr~zystego odksztalcania ze. skonczonymi pr~dk.oSciami ciepJo wytworzone 
przez dysypacj~ pracy mechanicznej zmienia temperatur~ ciala. Poniewaz wlasnosci ciala zalei;'l, 
od temperatury, to pojawi~ si~ w takim przypadku spr~:Zenia termomechaniczne. W pracy 
naszkicowano najpierw og6lne ramy opisu takich proces6w; ograniczono si~ przy tym do klasy
fikacji proces6w dysypatywnych i niedysypatywnych i do sformulowania r6wnan zachowania 
swobodnej entalpii wlasciwej oraz entropii wlasciwej. Z r6wnan tych wynikaj~ pewne silne 
ograniczenia dotyc~ce sformulowania praw konstytutywnych. Opieraj~c si~ na pewnych zja
wiskach obserwowanych w prostych eksperymentach, rozwazono mozliwosc sformulowania 
praw konstytutywnych dla material6w poddanych du:Zym niespr~zystym i nieizotermicznym 
odksztalceniom. Om6wiono konsekwencje wynikaj~ce ze sprz~zenia proces6w i dotyc~ce 
problem6w lokalizacji i bifurkacji. Konsekwencje te s~ szczeg6lnie du:Ze wobec gradient6w 
temperatury i napr~i:en w omawianych procesach. Bardziej szczeg6lowo om6wiono przyklad 
dotyc~cy szyjkowania w pr6bie rozci~gania. 

B npoQeccax Heynpyroro Ae<l>opMHposaHHH: c KOHe~HbiMH cKopocTHMH TenJio, o6pa3oBaHHoe 
nyTeM AJ.lCCm:tal.(l-11-1 MexaHH~ecKoH pa6oThi, I-13MeHH:eT TeMnepaTypy TeJia. T. K. cso:Hcrsa TeJia 
3aBHCH:T OT TCMIIepaTypbl, B TaKOM CJiy~ae IIOH:BJIHlOTCH: TepMo-MeXaHH~CCKHe COIIpH:>KeHHH. 
B pa6oTe cHa~ana Ha~ep~eHhi o6I.QHe paMKH onlolcaHHH TaKHX npoQeccos; npH 3TOM orpaHH~H
JIHCb K KJiaCclol<PHI<aQJ.lH ):\lolCCHIIaTHBHbiX H HeAJ.1CCJ.1IIaTHBHbiX npoQeCCOB H K <l>opMyJIHpOBKe 
ypasHeHHH coxpaHeHHH: yAeJ!bHOH cso6oAHoH 3HTaJibiiHI-1 1-1 yAeJihHOH 3HTponHI-1. lb 3THX 
ypasHeHHH BbiTeKalOT HeKOTOpbie CHJibHbie orpaHH~eHHH:, KaCalOI.QHeCH <l>opMyJIHpOBKH OII
pe}:\eJIH:lOI.QiolX 3ai<oHoB. OnHpa.acb Ha HeKoTopbie H:BJieHHH:, Ha6JiroAaeMbie a npoCThiX 3Kcne
pHMeHTax, o6Cy>K,[\eHa B03MO>KHOCTb <l>opMyJIHpOBKI-1 OIIpe}:\eJIHlOI.QHX 3aKOHOB AJIH: MaTep
HaJIOB, IIO):{BeprHYTbiX 6oJibiiiHM HeynpyrHM H Helt30TepM~eCKHM Ae<l>opMa.QHHM. 06cy>K
):\CHbl IIOCJie):\CTBHH, BbiTeKalOI.Qiole H3 COIIpH:>KeHHH IIpOQCCCOB H KaCaroiQHeCH: 1Ip06JieM JIQ
KaJIH3aQHH H 6mpypKa.QHH. 3TH IIOCJie,[\CTBJ.lH: oco6eHHO 60JibiiiHe H3-3a 3Ha~TeJibHbiX rpa.n;
HeHTOB TeMIIepaTypbi H Hanp.a>KeHHH a o6cy>I(AaeMbiX npoQeccax. EoJiee no.n;po6Ho o6cym.n;eH 
IIpHMep I<aCalOI.QHHCH: WeHK006pa3oBaHHH: B HCIIbiTaHHI-1 paCTH:>KeHHH:. 
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82 TH. LEHMANN 
- ---- - ---------

1. Introduction 

DURING DEFORMATION processes of solid bodies temperature changes of material elements 

result from a) dissipation of mechanical work in inelastic deformations, b) dissipation 

of energy in connection with internal processes, c) divergence of heat flux, d) coupling 

effects with nondissipative processes (thermo-elastic coupling etc.). 
Only at a very low deformation rate does the process become isothermal approximately. 

In this case the divergence of heat flux counterbalances the other influences. At a very high 

deformation rate on the other hand the process becomes locally adiabatic approximately, 

i.e. the heat flux can be disregarded. Inbetween the interaction of the different phenomena 

has to be treated carefully. Certainly in many cases the coupling effects listed under d) 

remain negligibly small in comparison to the other effects, particularly at large inelastic 

deformations. 
Since the material properties depend on temperature, a coupling of mechanical and 

thermal processes arises in no~isothermal processes. These coupling effects can change 

the feature of a deformation process fundamentally in comparison to a corresponding 

isothermal process. This is particularly true with respect to bifurcation problems. This 

will be demonstrated by an example later. 
In Chapter 2, first of all, we shall define a general frame for the description of coupled 

thermo-mechanical processes occurring in large, nonisothermal, inelastic deformations 

of solid bodies. In Chapter 3 we shall dis~uss some general aspects which have to be obser

ved in the formulation of constitutive laws for elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoplastic 

material behaviour. One example of a constitutive law will be discussed in Chapter 4 

briefly. Some general consequences of the coupling of mechanical and thermal processes 

concerning the onset of bifurcation and the post-critical behaviour will be considered 

in Chapter 5. The necking problem in the uniaxial tension test will be treated as an example 

in Chapter 6 with some more details. Finaiiy some open questions will be addressed in 

Chapter 7. 

2. General frame for the phenomenological description of coupled thermo-mechanical 

processes 

The intended general frame for the phenomenological description of coupled thermo

mechanical processes is based on two fundamental assumptions: 
(I) the body can be considered as a classical continuum; 
(II) the thermodynamical state of each material element is uniquely determined by the 

values of a finite set of (external and internal) thermodynamical state variables (defined 

in a so-called small state space) even if the body as a whole is not in thermodynamical 

equilibrium (assumption of local thermodynamical state). 
From these assumptions, of course, some restrictions result with respect to the capability 

of such a theory (for more details see [1, 2]). For many technical problems with moderate 

deformation rate, however, such an approach turns out to be satisfactory. The real thermo

mechanical process carries the body from the initial state B (characterized by its initial 
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE COUPLING BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND THERMAL PROCESSES 83 

geometrical configuration and the initial thermodynamical state of each material element) 
into the actual state B. We attach to the actual state Ban accompanying fictitious reference 

* state B by a fictitious reversible process with frozen internal variables which carries each 
material element from its actual thermodynamical state into an unstressed state at reference 

* . 
temperature T (see Fig. 1). By this procedure we obtain a unique decomposition of the 

init 1al state B s ~ = ~ 
tictitousreterencrst

0
,. 

T = T 

I 
1 fictitiDus reversible process 

real thermo- mechan ical I 
process 

FIG. 1. Thermo-mechanical process. 

otal work rate w into the strictly reversible (elastic) part w and the remaining (inelastic) 
(r) 

part w according to 
(i) 

(2.1) • 1 i dk . . w = -"- sk 1 = w+w, 
(! (r) (i) 

where sL denotes the weighted Cauchy stress tensor 

(2.2) 

and d~ designates the total deformation rate. e is the mass density. All quantities are related 
to the actual configuration of the body. A superscribed o refers to the initial state. 

In general w is not identical with the dissipative part w of the work rate, since one part 
00 00 

w of w is interacting with the energy stored in the microstress fields resulting from lattice 
ch> <O 
defects. Therefore we have to write 

(2.3) 

where the dissipated part 

(2.4) 

w = w+w, 
(i) (h) (d) 

w~o 
(d) 

according to the second law of thermodynamics, whereas w is not restricted in this way, 
(h) 

i.e. 

(2.5) w ~ 0. 
(h) 

6* 
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84 TH. LEHMANN 

Using a· material model as sketched in Fig. 2, from Eq. (2.1) we derive a corresponding 
additive decomposition of the total deformation rate: 

(2.6) 

. I i dk . . I i dk I t dk W = -.;- Sk i = w+w = --o Sk i + -a- sk t 
(! (r) (i) (! (r) (! (i) 

with d~ = d~+d~. 

di 
lrlk ,--------, 

I : 

(r) (i) 

-.---+,~ ~~,--~ 

· 5 ~ I i 
L- -------- -' 

reversible deformations remaining deformations 

FIG. 2. Material model. 

s ' k 

For thermodynamical reasons it must be possible to express the rate of reversible work 

in the form 

(2.7) 
. 1 . dk I _tv_ k 
w = -o· sk 1 = o-- sk Et , 
(r) (! (r) (! (r) 

where s£ and £1 represent a conjugated pair of stress and reversible strain [l, 3, 4] and 
(r) 

(V) denotes a suitably chosen objective time derivative. If the reversible behaviour is 

isotropic as can be assumed in many cases, the weighted Cauchy stress tensor and the 

(logarithmic) Hencky strain tensor cl fulfill this requirement. (V) denotes in this case the 
(r) 

Zaremba-Jaumann time derivative [I, 4]. 
The first law of thermodynamics states 

(2 8) 
. . 1 . . . . I . 

. u = w- - q'l 1+r = w+w+w- -- q' l1+r , 
(! (r) (h) (d) (! 

where u denotes the specific internal energy, q1 the resulting energy flux, r the sum of 

specific energy sources, I i means the covariant derivative in the actual configuration. 

According to our basic assumption (II), u must be expressible as a function of a set of state 
variables, i.e. 

(2.9) u = u(cL s , a, ak), 
(r) 

where s means the specific entropy and a, a£ represent a set of internal state variables which 

can be extended arbitrarily. It is convenient to introduce the specific free enthalpy as a state 
function by a double Legendre-transformation, i.e. 

I . k . . 
VJ = u- --o skci- Ts = 1p(sk, T, a, ak), 

(! (r) 

(2.IO) 

where T denotes the absolute temperature. 
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From Eq. (2.10) we derive the following two expressions: 

(2.11) 
. . 1 ~ k 1 i 'V" • • a1p 'Vi a1p . a1p • a1p 'V t 

1Jl = u- -o s"s1 - ----o s"s1 -Ts-Ts ="""Tis"+ ~r T+--~a+~rx". e (r) e (r) usk u ua urxk 

From the properties of the Legendre-transformation we obtain immediately 

(2.12) 

• o a"P . . . 
s~ = -e ~ = sk(sk, T, a, rxk) (thermic state equation), 
(r) usi (r) 

(caloric state equation). 

Using the relations (2.8) and (2.12), we derive from Eq. (2.11) the balance equation for 
the remaining energy supply 

( 
. • 1 . I a21p 'V . a2"P . } 

2.13) w+w- - q' li+r= -T a iaT s~+ ~r2 T 
(h) (d) e sk u 

a { a"P } . a { a"P } vi + aa VJ-T aT a+ arx1 1p-T aT rx" 

and the evolution equation J or specific entropy (Gibbs-equation) 

. . 1 1 a"P . a"P v 1 Ts = w+w- ·- q l 1+r- -- a- --1 rx". 
(h) (d) e aa arxk 

(2.14) 

The evolution of entropy has to be decomposed into the reversible evolution s and into 
(r) 

the entropy production s according to 
(d) 

(2.15) 

with 

(2.16)1 

and 

(2.16h 

s = s+s 
(r) (d) 

. 1 . 1 i • 
s = - w---2 q Tl 1+rJ ~ 0. 

<d> T <d> eT 

i; is the entropy production involved in internal processes. The balance equation (2.13) 
for the remaining energy supply can be decomposed finally into 

and 

(2.17h 
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where 

h = a1p 
aa' 

a21p 
c p = - T a T 2 (heat capacity at constant s1, a, rxk}, 

k- a21p 
(2.18) Bi - - T as~ aT (thermo-elastic coupling), 

g = - T a~2Jr- = - T ;~ I 
a21p an~ (other couple terms). 

G~ = - T aakaT = - T a;.-

TH. LEHMANN 

From the definition (2.18) we see that the coefficients entering the balance equations (~.13), 
and (2.17) have to obey the following integrability conditions among others: 

ah ant 

(2.19) 
acx[ = aa· 

:a(~)= o ( c ) (J2 n!' acxi -j- = - --aT2'- . 

Within this frame the constitutive law of the respective material has to be defined. 

3. Some aspects concerning the formulation of constitutive laws for elastic-plastic and 
elastic-viscoplastic material behaviour 

In inelastic bodies different yield mechanisms are interacting. We restrict ourselves 
to elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoplastic behaviour in the narrow sense. The corresponding 
inelasticdeformationsaremainly stress-induced but also depending on temperature. Proces
ses which are mainly thermally activated (but also influenced by stresses) like high-tempera
ture creep or relaxation phenomena, recrystallization, recovery etc. are disregarded here. 
The general frame developed in Chapter 2, however, covers such processes, too. 

Stress-induced deformation processes are characterized by the existence of accompany
ing local constraint equilibrium states which are bounded by a yield condition in the space 
of stress and temperature. The yield condition embraces the range of elastic behaviour. 
Therefore the material model sketched in Fig. 2 is applicable to the kind of processes 
under consideration. 

The shape of the elastic range depends on the previous loading or deformation history 
which determines the actual values of the internal variables. The elastic range does not 
necessarily include the stress-free state s~ = 0 (see [5 to 8]). If this stress-free state is not 
included into the elastic range, the inelastic work rate can become negative as Fig. 3 shows. 
In this case a physically meaningful decomposition of total work rate according to Eqs. 
(2.3) to (2.5) becomes very important in order to avoid violation of the second law of 
thermodynamics. In this decomposition the balance law (2.17) 1 with the integrability 
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FIG. 3. Yield co:1dition not embracing the point s: = 0; projection into the n-plane. 

conditions (2.19) plays an important role. It describes the interaction between the external 
non-dissipative energy supply and changes of the internal variables. 

The values of the internal variables determine together with the external variables 
si and T the actual state of the material elements. They describe the hardening (or softening) 
of the material as well as the state of damage. It may be useful or convenient to introduce 
separate internal variables for the state of hardening and damage [9 to 11]. Formally, 
however, there is no distinction between hardening parameters and damage parameters 
in principle. 

If we disregard energy fluxes apart from heat, the changes of both kinds of internal 
variables are governed by evolution laws, i.e. first order ordinary differential equations 
with respect to time of the general form 

(3.1) 
• _ • ; t vt • a - a(sk, T, a, cxk, sk, T), 

v v v . 
ex~= cx~(sL T, a, cxL sL T). 

They can also depend on certain side conditions apart or distinct from the yield condition 
and we may distinguish different types [1, 4]. The key role of the balance equation (2.17) 1 

with re.spect to ·the formulation of the evolution laws (3.1) etc. has to be emphasized once 
more. 

This becomes clear when we consider the total scheme of the constitutive law. It compri
ses: 

1) definition of the state function for the specific free enthalpy V' which governs at the 
same time the reversible deformations by the thermic state equation (2.12) 1 , which can be 
converted into an evolution law of the form 

(3.2) 
. . . . v • 

d~ = dk(sL T, a, cxk, sL T); 
(r) (r) 

2) definition of the evolution law for the inelastic deformations 

v . 
(3.3) d~ = d1{sl, T, a, cxL sL T) 

(i) (i) 
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88 TH. LEHMANN 

(possibly consisting of different terms [1 , 2, 4, 7, 8]) with corresponding side con
ditions; 

3) definition of the evolution laws for internal variables (hardening and damage 
parameters) pf the form (3.1); 

4) definition of the entropy production (2.16) by defining wand~ (see also (2.17))2 ; 
(d) 

5) definition of the law for the heat flux qi. 

The items 2) and 3) are coupled because the evolution of the internal variables depends 
on inelastic deformations. By the way of expressing the inelastic deformation rate by their 

evolution law (3.3), we reduce the evolution laws for the internal variables to the general 
form (3.1). The definition of entropy production (item 4)) determines at the same time that 

part of the inelastic work rate which interacts with the evolution of internal variables. 
Therefore the items 2), 3), and 4) are immediately coupled. The law of heat flux (item 5) 
can be defined separately. It enters the process description only by the balance law (2.17}z 
which determines the local changes of temperature. 

Therefore we can distinguish two separate influences on the coupling of mechanical 
and thermal processes (neglecting thermo-elastic effects): 

(a) coupling effects which already occur in homogeneous (for instance adiabatic) 
deformation processes with homogeneous temperature fields resulting from local entropy 
production due to dissipation; 

(b) coupling effects resulting from heat flux in inhomogeneous temperature fields ~ 

These different influences can also be observed in bifurcation problems as will be shown 
in the following. Before doing this, one example of a constitutive law defined in the given 
frame will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 

4. An example for a constitutive law for elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoplastic behaviour 

In the following example we do not take into account the damage problem. This means 

we restrict ourselves to internal parameters describing the hardening state of the material 
before the onset of void nucleation. Furthermore we assume that the elastic behaviour 
is isotropic and unaffected by accompanying i~elastic deformations [7, 8, ·12]. In this case 
we can write 

(4.1) 

If the elastic behaviour is tensor-linear, we obtain 

(4.2), tp*(sk, T) = - + {; s:c:~s;+ <X(T- i)S:&;}- c, Tin ( ~) 

leading to 

t 0 81p* ir s 
0

) ~ i 
ek = -e-a k = Ckssr+r:x(T-T uk, 

(r) s, 

where C~~ denotes the compliance tensor and ex is the coefficient of thermal expansion~ 
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ON mE INFLUENCE OF THE COUPLING BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND THERMAL PROCESSES 89 

Furthermore the specific heat capacity is 

(4.2h 
()2"P* 

c p = - T 
0 

T 2 = const 

if it does not depend on the internal variables. 
From Eq. ( 4.2)2 we can derive the evolution law for the reversible deformations (3.2). 

In many cases we can replace the hyper-elastic law by an hypo-elastic incremental law 
of the linear form 

(4.3) 

with the following notations: t~- weighted stress deviator, G- shear modulus, K 
bulk modulus. 

The following constitutive relationsfor the inelastic behaviour are based on the fact 
that inelastic deformations result from local processes on the one hand and from global 
processes on the other hand. Local processes correspond to generation, dissolution and 
redistribution of lattice. defects within the single crystal grains. They are influenced essen
tially by stress increments and are mainly nondissipative. Global processes are due to slip 
processes running through the whole body across the grain boundaries. They can be 
assumed to be dissipative totally. 

Basing on this physical background, the following constitutive relations for the inelastic 
behaviour can be established, restricting ourselves to plastic behaviour for the present 
(for more details see [1, 2, 7]: 

specific free enthalpy: 

(4.4) 1p** = 1p**(T, a, A) with A = ex~ ex~; 

yield condition: 

(4.5)1 

consistency condition: 

(4.5h 
. _ aF vi oF . oF . oF vi 
F- - 0 t sk+ oT T+ -

0
- a+ -

0
. cxk 

~ a ~ 

- ( i i) ( V'k V' k ()k2 • ()k2 • . 
- 2 tk- cxk t · -ex ·)- - - a--- T = 0 

I I Oa 0T ' 

evolution law for inelastic deformations (local and global processes): 

(4.6) 

d~ = d~+d~, 
(/) (g) 

. {A. aa~ +x~ 
d~ = S; 
(/) 0 ~~- -,, ,- . 

. ~ ' 

1 aF 
d~ = l,fl OS~ 

(g) 10 

if F= 0 and 

otherwise, 

if F = 0, F = 0 and s~ aa~ > 0' 
sk 

otherwise. 
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90 TH. LEHMANN 

where the nonnegative quantities A.,"' p, still have to be defined; evolution laws for internal 
variables: 

{4.7) 

-entropy production: 

{4.8) . 1 t:: idk 1 idk w = -o r;;tk i + () tk i ' 
(d) (! (/) (! (g) 

~ .= 0. 

The assumptions concerning entropy production mean that only one part of the work 
-corresponding to the local processes interacts with the changes of the internal parameters 
·whereas the global processes are dissipative totally. In this case from the balance equation 
{2.17) 1 and from the requirements of the second law of therm<?dynamics, we conclude 

1 01p** 
~ = -aQ = h(T, a, A), 

{4.9) 
1 01p** . 

2eC = a;t = 2Htr.tk = H(T, a, A) 

with the integrability conditions 

~e :a ( ~ ) = a~ ( ! ) · 
(4.9') -a: ( ~-) = - :;, ( ! ) , 

a~ ( <; ) = - 2~ a~' (f)· 
From Eqs. (4.9)2 and (4.9')3 we see that~ and C have to be independent of the temperature, 
:if c P does not depend on the internal variables. Furthermore we derive 

(4.10) ~ idk- 2y ,kA e-\,/- ec /1 • 

Therefore the total entropy production reads 

{4.11) . , 2y k 2p, '( k k) 
<~ = /1 eC A+ e tk ti- cx1 • 

·whereas the choice of the coeffi<;ien.ts ~ and C in the evolution laws for internal variables 
is strongly restricted by the integrability conditions (4.9'), the coefficient y in Eq. (4.7)2 
js not restricted in this' way. The same is true for the coefficients " and p, occurrin~ in the 
evolution law for inelastic deformations. 
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE COUPLING BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND THERMAL PROCESSES 91 

When the quantities ~, C, y, x are fixed within the given frame, the as yet undetermined 
quantity A can now be calculated. from the consistency condition (4.5)z. 

We obtain 

(4.12) 

J 1 X~ iJk2l . i 'Vk 1 iJk2 • 
\1- xC- 2 -e- -0-a- (tic- (Xk) ti - 2 -0-T- T 

A = ------------~~~-----------------

k z J2,. ~ iJk2 .2 Y ( r ') sl l 1:, + e aa - k t s- (Xs a., 

From Eq. (4.12) we learn subsequently that nevertheless a certain restriction exists with 
respect to the otherwise unrestricted choice of quantities. x, y. They result from the require
ment that A has to be non-negative. However, these restrictions are rather weak as can 
be shown by adjusting the material functions 

k 2 (a , T) , ~(a, A, T), C(a, A, T), y(sL T, a, a.L}, x(sL T, a, a.D, and p(sL T, a, (XD 

to experimental res~lts. It may be mentioned that the term containing x in the evolution 
law (4.6)z for the inelastic deformations plays an important role in nonproportional 
loading or deformation paths, particularly in such with abrupt changes [13 to 15]. On the 
other hand the evolution for anisotropic hardening ( 4. 7)z plays the key role in cyclic proces
ses. The approach ( 4. 7)2 is based on ideas introduced in connection with cyclic deformations 
[16 to 18]. 

The preceding considerations can be extended to elastic-viscoplastic materials very 
easily adopting the so-called overstress approach for the description of viscous damping. 
In this case we decompose the stress according to 

(4.13) 

where sk characterizes the accompanying constraint equilibrium state and s~- sL represents 
the viscous overstress. 

Then we can establish the following constitutive relations for the inelastic behaviour: 
yield condition: 

(4.14)1 

accompanying constraint equilibrium state: 

(4.14h 

evolution laws for inelastic deformations: 

(4.15) 
l ( ) 

- v 
A _.!__ iJF vi - iJF + xti if F 0 d1 = kl iJsf + xtk - A. iJs~ k > ' 

(I) 0 otherwise, 

d1 = jM ~~ if F > 0 and sf, ::; > 0, 

{g) 0 otherwise, 
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92 TH. LEHMANN 

evolution laws for internal variables: 

(4.16) 
v v 
cxL = ~d~-2Ayfcx~ = 2Ag(t~-cx1}-yfcxD+x~t~; 

(I) 

entropy production: 

(4.17) 
. - 1 - i k 1 ( i - i)dk 1 idk w - -o ~tkdi + -o tk- tk i + () tk i' 

<d> e (/) e <I> e (g) 

~ =0. 

In this case A(si, T, a, cxL) is unrestricted. Concerning A we derive immediately from equation 
(4.15)1 

(4.18) 

With respect to the other material functions ~' ~' x, y, M analogous statements are valid 
as in the case of plastic behaviour. 

5. Some general consequences resulting from the coupling of mechanical and thermal 
processes concerning bifurcation problems 

As already mentioned in Chapter 3, coupling effects between mechanical and thermal 
processes enter in two different ways (neglecting thermo-elastic effects) 

(a) by entropy production due to dissipative mechanical and internal processes (w 

and f)), 
(b) by divergence of heat flux (qili). 
This is true in bifurcation problems, too. 

(.-/). 
\WJ 

At a very high deformation rate the influence of entropy production is prevailing 
since the process becomes locally adiabatic approximately. At a moderate deformation 
rate the two effects are interacting. As soon as heat flux affects the process, it becomes 
rate sensitive even if the evolution laws for inelastic deformations and for the internal 
variables are rate independent. 

Bifurcation is . generally (always?) connected with the breakdown of any symmetry 
of the process. At least the process becomes more inhomogeneous after bifurcation. This 
means the gradients of the state variables increase at least in certain regions of the body. 
Therefore the influence of thermo-mechanical coupling increases with bifurcation. However, 
also before bifurcation occurs, coupling of mechanical and thermal processes can change 
the feature of the process essentially. The symmetry of a process, for instance, depends 
on the symmetry of the initial state of the body and the corresponding symmetry of the 
independent process variables. In order to keep the initial symmetry, it is necessary (but 
not sufficient) that the mechanical boundary conditions as well as the thermal boundary 
conditions fulfill the respective symmetry requirements. 
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Thus any symmetry of a process can break down before bifurcation if only the mechan
ical boundary conditions satisfy the respective symmetry conditions but the thermal bound
ary conditions do not. This will be demonstrated with respect to the necking problem 
in the uniaxial tensile test in the following chapter. 

6. The coupled thermo-mechanical process in the necking problem 

We consider a uniaxial tensile test of an initially cylindrical bar (see Fig. 4). For the 
formulation of the thermo-mechanical boundary conditions we use space-fixed coordinates 
xa: and body-fixed (co-deforming) coordinates ~i coinciding in the initial state. We assume 

R = lOmm 
0 

xz, gz l = 112mm 

---+---- --·--

\- -- -----1 --------1 

FIG. 4. Initial configuration of the bar. 

the ends of the specimen are free of shear stress and kept at a constant temperature T 
by cooled grips. The heat transfer across the lateral surface to the surrounding air is neglec
ted. The prescribed elongation rate is v (see Fig. 5). 

formulated in body- fixed 

2 • ,..------ coordinates. 

vi= -lv E~~R- ±f~~:~-q~Jp £;~ ~~v'.o 
2 == ~ == V -2V 

- - T=T 
~ ~ =t : '-----

formulated in 
space- fixed 
coordinates . 

F IG. 5. Thermo-mechanical boundary condHions. 

The material used in experiments was AI 99. For theoretical calculations a simplified 
constitutive law was introduced taking into account only isotropic hardening (i.e. ex~ = 0 
in Eq. (4.5)1 etc.) and unifying local and global processes (d~ = 0 in (4.6)3 etc.). For more 

(g) 

details of the constitutive law see [19 to 21]. 
The mechanical boundary conditions admit a deformation process which does not 

depend on ~1 • The thermal boundary conditions, however, contradict such a process. 
Therefore the corresponding symmetry conditions break down with the onset of inelastic 
deformations. The specimen loses its cylindrical shape already before the proper necking 
process starts (see Fig. 6). 
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l = 112 mm • ,_l = 20 mm • v = 5 mtn/ s 

FIG. 6. Deformation before necking. 

TH. LEHMANN 

It is an open question whether or not still a real bifurcation problem exists under these 
conditions. With respect to the isothermal process it is known that a bifurcation problem 
does not exist any more when the boundary conditions (geometrical imperfections of the 
cylindrical shape or bar with ends cemented to rigid grips) contradicts the corresponding 

mm --theory 
= 15 --experiment 

v = s~m ==== 
= 15~m ==·· 

60 40 20 0 20 40 60 [mm) x' 

FIG. 7. Surface temperature (Ll T :=::: 35 mm). 

T 
(K) 

373 
--theory 

- ·- - experiment / v = 15mm/s 

I 
/,- -~ v = 5mm/s 

. ~ 
~-

A:~· 
-~ 

323 . 

273r---~--~------~------~----~--~6l 
0 10 20 30 40 [mm] 

FIG. 8. Temperature in the neck. 
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symmetry conditions [22]. We suppose that the same happens when the thermal boundary 
conditions break the corresponding symmetry. However, there exists no mathematical 
proof. 

The necking process itself becomes rate dependent as the temperature distribution 
and evolution (Figs. 7 and 8) as well as the evolution of the mean axial stress a (Fig. 9) 
show. With respect to more details we refer to [19 to 21]. 

0 

f~l 
150 

100 

SO ---- theory 

-- experiment 

- · ~ quasistatic theory 

0+--------------- -----
0 o.s 1.0 1.5 £ 

Flo. 9. Mean axial stress vs mean axial strain in the neck. 

7. Oosing remarks 

As pointed out in Chapters 5 and 6, the coupling between mechanical and thermal 
processes may change the feature of a process essentially in comparison to the corresponding 
isothermal process. This is true for elastic-plastic materials (see also [23]). Exact investi
gations of the mathematical structure of the coupled problem are still missing. Particularly~ 
variational formulations within the frame of convex functional analysis are unknown. 
It seems also to be questionable whether such general formulations are possible. Therefore 
general methods for the proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions from which further 
restrictions for the formulation of constitutive laws may arise does not exist as yet. This 
does not exclude that for particular constitutive laws a variational formulation can be 
found on which numerical methods can be based [24, 25]. 
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